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Welcome
It is a pleasure to welcome you to the 2015 Political
Studies Association Awards Ceremony.
The Political Studies Association exists to promote the study of politics. It continues
to flourish. The Association has been at the forefront of debates concerning not only
why politics matters but also why the study of politics matters for over sixty years. It
has almost 2,000 members, from the UK and beyond, from postgraduate students to
founder members who joined in the 1950s. It runs a growing range of research groups,
conferences and events, and publications – including the magazine Political Insight
that brings academic research to a broader audience in an accessible form.
Although higher education is facing a number of challenges at the moment, the
PSA is committed to exploring the opportunities that undoubtedly exist for those
disciplines that are tightly engaged with social issues and can demonstrate a very
strong and clear relevance. Realising these opportunities will only happen if the PSA
remains agile, strategic and committed to the analysis of ‘politics in theory’ as well as
‘politics in practice’. Recent reforms have therefore included a far greater focus on
the teaching of politics pre-university as well as becoming a key partner with school
politics teachers in the reform of A-Level Politics. It has also involved reforming the
internal governance of the PSA so that we can utilise the resources and skills of more
of our members and creating new strategy groups to monitor and influence on-going
developments in relation to both the Research Excellence Framework and the planned
Teaching Excellence Framework. Looking back, the last year really has been one
of far-reaching reform for the PSA as new research groups have been established,
the annual lecture programme developed, Total Exposure has been launched, a new
journal publishing contract has been signed and new relationships and partnership
agreements have been formed with learned societies within and beyond the UK.
Over the next year this strategic reform process will continue as the two Chair’s
Commissions – Reaching-Out and Adding Depth - deliver their final reports and the
PSA will then be able to chart a ten-year strategic plan that moves towards an even
more vibrant and resilient organisational model.
A central element of this ten-year Strategic Plan will be a new Equality and Diversity
Plan that seeks to embed a culture of change from the very roots of the discipline.
Taking the notion of ‘the educational journey’ from school right through to college,
university and then on to professional careers, this Equality and Diversity Plan will
focus on specific transition points where the discipline might do far more to encourage
greater diversity and to offer more support. Significant change cannot be delivered
overnight as the challenges are both cultural and generational but change can – and
has already – been achieved and the PSA is committed to putting this agenda at the
heart of everything it does.
This year’s Awards Ceremony – our fourteenth – provides an opportunity to recognise
academics, journalists, campaigners and politicians who have made an exceptional
contribution to the study and the practice of politics. It goes without saying that the
Awards Jury had a very tough job in deciding upon who should win each award. None
of the decisions were easy and the competition in each category was very strong.
Moreover, just like politics itself, it was clear from the debate surrounding specific
prizes that the Awards Jury was not going to be able to please ‘all of the people, all of
the time’. Debate, controversy and surprise are therefore, to some extent, inevitable
but they are also exactly those factors that make politics such a special discipline to
either study or work within.
Many thanks too to those who made this evening possible: our awards jury; our Master
of Ceremonies Jon Snow; Danielle Bailey, Helena Djurkovic and Sandra McDonagh for
organising the evening; and our sponsors Wiley, Routledge, SAGE and Elsevier.
It is a delight to welcome you to this event on behalf of the PSA and I hope you have a
wonderful evening.

Professor Matthew Flinders
Chair, Political Studies Association of the United Kingdom
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Award Winners 2015
Lifetime Achievement in Politics
HARRIET HARMAN
Harriet Harman is Labour MP for the constituency of Camberwell and Peckham,
which she has represented since 1982. Born in London, she studied Politics at the
the University of York. She then qualified as a solicitor, taking up her first job at
Brent Law Centre in 1974. Here Harman was legal advisor to both the Trico Equal
Pay Strike Committee and the Grunwick Strike Committee. Harman then became
Legal Officer to the National Council for Civil Liberties (now Liberty), where
she took on the first cases for women under the then new Equal Pay and Sex
Discrimination Acts. At NCCL Harman also campaigned for prisoners’ rights,
a Human Rights Act and against government secrecy.
From the 1970s Harman campaigned for increased women’s representation in
the Labour Party, pushing for more women Labour councillors and MPs and for a
Labour leadership team of three, of which at least one should be a woman. When
Harman was first elected MP for Peckham (now Camberwell and Peckham) in 1982
she was one of only ten female Labour MPs. In a Parliament of 97% men, Harman
set up the first Parliamentary Labour Party Women’s Group.
In 1984 Harman became Shadow Social Services Minister and served as
Shadow Health Minister in 1987. After the 1992 general election she entered
the Shadow Cabinet as Shadow Chief Secretary to the Treasury (1992–1994)
and later served as Shadow Employment Secretary (1994–1995), Shadow Health
Secretary (1995–1996) and Shadow Social Security Secretary (1996–1997). As
Shadow Employment Secretary, she fought for Labour’s adoption of the national
minimum wage. She also set up the Low Pay Commission, in the face of opposition
by union leaders, who protested that it undermined their collective bargaining.
Harman was first appointed to the Cabinet in 1997 by Tony Blair as Secretary of
State for Social Security and the first ever Minister for Women. She was successful
in her campaign to be elected Labour’s Deputy Leader in 2007 and served
concurrently as Leader of the House from 2007 -2010. She has twice served as
Labour’s Interim Leader, first in 2010 following the resignation of Gordon Brown
and again in 2015 following Ed Miliband’s resignation after Labour’s election defeat.
Harman is currently the longest continuously-serving female MP in the
House of Commons.

Why she won:
Harriet Harman’s contribution to British politics has been huge, having served the
Labour party in a variety of roles with distinction and dignity for more than thirty
years. She has had a great impact not just on Parliament but on women’s lives
everywhere. The judges said, ‘Harman’s enormous contribution to political life is
also reflected in the many social and political gains that she has helped to instigate
for women.’
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Award Winners 2015
Parliamentarian of the Year
DR SARAH WOLLASTON
Dr Sarah Wollaston is Conservative MP for Totnes, having been elected in the 2010
general election. Wollaston was the first parliamentary candidate to be selected for
a major British political party through an open primary selection contest, in which
she participated without having a background in politics.
Before entering Parliament Wollaston worked on the frontline of the NHS for
twenty-four years, as both a police forensic examiner for Devon and Cornwall
Police and as a GP in Dartmoor. She taught junior doctors and medical students
and served as an examiner for the Royal College of General Practitioners.
Wollaston has said that she was spurred into politics after hearing David Cameron’s
invitation to those with non-political backgrounds to bring their practical
experience to Westminster.
Since being elected she has rebelled against the Government on several key votes voting in favour of a referendum on Britain’s membership of the European Union in
2011, for a cut in the EU budget in 2011 and against military intervention in Syria in
2013. She has been a vocal proponent of minimum unit pricing for alcohol and has
spoken out against political patronage in Westminster. In 2013 she jointly won The
Spectator ‘Parliamentarian of the Year’ Award for her opposition to a Royal Charter
on press regulation.
In 2014 Wollaston was elected by MPs from across both sides of the House of
Commons to Chair the Health Select Committee. Since being elected as Chair, the
Health Committee has published a number of influential reports on areas such as
Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services (CAMHS) and end of life care.

Why she won:
Since joining the Commons in 2010 Sarah Wollaston has developed a reputation for
independence of opinion and approach, using her knowledge of the Health Service
to raise concerns over planned health reforms. The judges commended her for,
‘making best use of parliamentary scrutiny and using her role as Chair of the House
of Commons Health Select Committee to impressive effect. Her work proves that
the independent voice still plays an active role in UK politics.’
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Award Winners 2015
Best Election Campaigner
NICOLA STURGEON
Nicola Sturgeon is First Minister of Scotland and Leader of the Scottish National
Party. Born in the North Ayrshire town of Irvine in 1970, Sturgeon first joined the
SNP at the age of 16. After studying law at Glasgow University and working as a
solicitor at the city’s Drumchapel Law Centre, her entry into full-time politics came
in 1999, when at the age of 29, she was elected to the new Holyrood Parliament
as a Glasgow regional MSP. She was re-elected as a Glasgow MSP in 2003 before
becoming Deputy Leader of the SNP under Alex Salmond in 2004. As Salmond
was still a Westminster MP at that time, Sturgeon led the SNP in the Scottish
Parliament until the 2007 elections.
After the SNP’s victory at the 2007 Scottish Parliament Election, in which Sturgeon
won the Glasgow Govan constituency from Labour, she was appointed as the
Deputy First Minister and Cabinet Secretary for Health and Wellbeing. Acting
in her capacity as Scottish Health Secretary, she had a key role reporting the
Scottish Government’s response to the 2009 swine flu outbreak and also abolished
prescription and hospital car park charges.
Following the Cabinet reshuffle of 2012 Sturgeon became responsible for
overseeing the Scottish Independence Referendum of 2014. As leader of the
referendum campaign she argued that independence would allow Scotland to build
a stronger and more competitive country and would change spending priorities
to address ‘the scandal of soaring poverty in a country as rich as Scotland’. The
Yes Campaign made significant gains and forced Cameron to promise to devolve
more powers to Scotland. Following defeat in the independence referendum
Sturgeon has said that Scottish independence is a matter of ‘when, not if’.
Following Alex Salmond’s resignation as First Minister of Scotland and Leader of
the SNP, Sturgeon was confirmed as the only candidate to replace him and became
the first female First Minister of Scotland in November 2014. Sturgeon won many
fans in England after taking part in several UK-wide TV leader’s debates in the run
up to the 2015 General Election. Although she did not stand for election, the SNP
went on to win a landslide victory in Scotland, winning 56 out of 59 seats.

Why she won:
The judges praised Nicola Sturgeon for her enormous talent, influence and stamina
in running the SNP election campaign and commented, ‘that despite being awarded
the Parliamentarian of the Year in 2014 Sturgeon is a deserving winner of the Best
Election Campaigner this year due to her very impressive performances in the 2015
election debates and key role in winning a record number of seats for the SNP in
Westminster, making the SNP the third party in Parliament.’
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Award Winners 2015
Rebel of the Year
DOUGLAS CARSWELL
Douglas Carswell is the MP for Clacton, who in 2014 became the first ever elected
representative in Parliament for the UK Independence Party (UKIP).
Born in 1971, Mr Carswell spent his early years living in Uganda, where his parents
worked as doctors in a local hospital. He was educated at the University of East Anglia
and King’s College London, and worked in digital television, investment management
and the Conservative Party Policy Unit - run by David Cameron - before becoming an
MP. In 2001 Carswell ran against Tony Blair in his constituency of Sedgefield, cutting
Blair’s majority by 7,500 votes and in 2005 was elected as MP for the constituency
of Harwich, defeating the sitting Labour MP Ivan Henderson by 920 votes. In 2010
he increased his majority to 12,000 votes - although boundary changes had seen the
seat renamed Clacton.
Mr Carswell went on to gain a reputation as an outspoken Tory moderniser,
influencing initiatives such as David Cameron’s Big Society and campaigning for the
reform of parliamentary expenses following the 2009 scandal. He once told the BBC
he was attracted to politics because ‘our democracy is being undermined, with remote
and unaccountable elites making the key decisions that affect our lives’.
Carswell has served on the Public Accounts, Children, Schools and Families and
Education and Skills Select Committees. Between 2005 and 2008 he was also a
member of the Joint Committee on Human Rights. A strong advocate for political
reform, Carswell co-authored the bestselling book The Plan: 12-Months to Renew
Britain and wrote Direct Democracy: An Agenda for a New Model Party. He was
nominated for ‘Briton of the Year’ by the Daily Telegraph in 2009 and was voted
‘Parliamentarian of the Year’ by Spectator readers that same year.
On 28 August 2014 Carswell defected from the Conservatives to the UK Independence
Party, commenting that he did not believe Prime Minister David Cameron was ‘serious
about the change we need’ in Europe. Although not required to do so, he resigned
his seat as an MP, thus triggering a by-election. At the by-election on 9 October 2014
Carswell retained his seat with a substantial majority of 12,404 votes and made
history as UKIP’s first MP. Despite UKIP’s strong performance in the 2015 General
Election Douglas Carswell is the only Member of Parliament representing the party.

Why he won:
Douglas Carswell was chosen by the judges in recognition of the challenge he
posed to mainstream party politics by leaving the governing party to join a
‘political upstart’, resigning his seat, winning the resultant by-election in Clacton
and questioning Nigel Farage’s management of his adopted party. The judges
commended him on his independence of mind and commented that, ‘Carswell has
established himself as an anti-politician, railing against the Westminster elite and
championing the issues of his constituents.’
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Award Winners 2015
Politician of the Year
GEORGE OSBORNE
George Osborne is Conservative MP for Tatton. He has been Chancellor
of the Exchequer since May 2010 and First Secretary of State since May
2015. Born and schooled in London, he went on to study Modern History at
Magdalen College, Oxford.
Having worked as a freelance journalist on graduation, he moved on to a position
at the Conservative Research Group before being appointed Special Adviser to
Douglas Hogg, Agriculture Secretary in the then Conservative government in
1995. When the Conservatives lost power in 1997 their new leader William Hague
chose Osborne as his Political Secretary. In 2001 he was elected as MP for Tatton,
becoming the youngest Conservative MP in the House of Commons.
Following his time serving on the Public Accounts Committee and holding a number
of shadow ministerial posts, he was appointed to the position of Shadow Chancellor
by David Cameron in 2005, after successfully running Cameron’s campaign to
become leader of the Conservative Party. For the next five years he shadowed
Gordon Brown and then Alistair Darling before entering Number 11 Downing Street
as Chancellor of the Exchequer after the Conservative’s General Election victory in
2010. He was the youngest person to hold that office in more than 120 years.
Since becoming Chancellor Osborne has pursued austerity policies aimed
at reducing the national debt in the wake of the financial crisis. After the
Conservatives won an overall majority in the 2015 General Election, Osborne, who
was re-elected with an increased majority of 18,241, was reappointed as Chancellor
of the Exchequer by Cameron in his second government and was given the
additional title of First Secretary of State.

Why he won:
George Osborne was chosen by the judges as Politician of the Year in recognition
of his central role as architect of the Conservatives’ election strategy, which
decimated the Liberal Democrats in their traditional stronghold of the South West,
helping the Conservatives win an outright, if small, overall majority. The judges
also commended Osborne for his work in developing the concept of a ‘Northern
Powerhouse’ through devolution of powers to England’s neglected cities.
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Award Winners 2015
Influencing Government
SIR HOWARD BERNSTEIN
Sir Howard Bernstein is the Chief Executive of Manchester City Council. He is
credited with the city’s rebirth following the 1996 IRA bomb.
Sir Howard originally joined the City Council as a Junior Clerk before rising through
the ranks to take the position of Chief Executive in 1998. Prior to his appointment
as Chief Executive, Bernstein was a strong supporter of the Manchester Metrolink
system, which became the first light-rail network to be built in a British city for
over a century when it opened in the early 1990s. Sir Howard also championed the
creation of new community areas and civic buildings such as the Bridgewater Hall,
the Manchester Velodrome, the Manchester Arena and the Sportcity district in
east Manchester. He was involved in the establishment of the Manchester Airports
Group in the mid-1980s and has driven the expansion of the company.
Bernstein’s appointment as Chief Executive followed the 1996 Manchester
bombing, which severely damaged much of the city centre and led to extensive
reconstruction. He was appointed Chief Executive of Manchester Millennium
Limited, the public/private sector Task Force set up by the Government and the
City Council to oversee the redesign and rebuilding of the City Centre, a task which
successfully delivered areas such as Piccadilly Gardens, Exchange Square, New
Cathedral Street and Urbis on time and on budget.
In 2014 he led negotiations with the Government to secure a groundbreaking
Devolution Agreement for Greater Manchester. The Agreement will introduce
a directly elected mayor to Greater Manchester and will transfer significant
additional powers and resources from central Government to Greater Manchester
to enable local leaders to shape policy and direct local investment.
Bernstein has a number of honorary degrees, including awards from UMIST in
2003, Manchester University in 2004 and Manchester Metropolitan University in
2005. Sir Howard was knighted for his services to Manchester in the 2003 New
Year’s Honours following the successful hosting of the 2002 Commonwealth
Games in Manchester.

Why he won:
Sir Howard Bernstein was chosen by the judges as the winner of this award for the
key role he played in negotiating devolved powers for Greater Manchester. The
judges said, ‘Sir Howard’s dogged determination and skilful planning resulted in
a historic agreement with the Government to give Greater Manchester devolved
powers, including control of a significantly large budget and greater control over
areas including transport, planning, housing and skills.’
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Award Winners 2015
Democratic Innovation
BITE THE BALLOT
Bite the Ballot is a non-profit organisation that aims to empower young voters and
champion their political views and opinions. BTB was formed in April 2010 by David
Hughesman and Michael Sani, along with other staff and students at Wilmington
Enterprise College in Dartford.
The organisation was created as a direct response to the lack of engagement
between decision-makers and young people. Bite the Ballot’s aim is to empower
young people to make their voices heard through better political education and
voter registration. It coordinates nationwide registration activities, creates safe
spaces for engaging edutainment resources, pioneers digital democracy tools and
leads inspirational ‘get out the vote’ campaigns. Bite the Ballot has three core
values it stands by when targeting those seen as furthest away from politics.
Those core values are to be unconventional, bold and inclusive.
Bite the Ballot employed ten young, ‘Community Engagement Officers’ in nine local
authorities over 2014-15, who engaged over 11,000 young people locally. Bite News,
BTB and SBTV’s thought-provoking, non-sensationalised news outlet for young
audiences, has accumulated over 296,000 views to-date and hosted ‘Leaders
Live’ - an unorthodox live streamed debate between party leaders and idols and
influencers who were acting as the mouthpiece for their fans. With over 20,000
hashtags and 65,000 comments, BTB pioneered digital democracy in action by
getting pledges in three of the main five political party manifestos, demonstrating
the political power of young people’s participation.
BTB won the European Charlemagne Youth Prize (UK) in June 2014 and the House
of Commons Committee on Political and Constitutional Reform cited Bite the
Ballot’s work as best practice in their effectiveness to increase voter turnout in the
Voter Engagement in the UK: follow up report.

Why they won:
Bite the Ballot was chosen by the judges for the Democratic Innovation award in
recognition of the innovative ways in which it is engaging young people in politics
and the significant impact this has had on voter registration. Thousands of youths
have been reached by BTB through online games and social media platforms and
its success can been seen in the 441,696 young people registered to vote as a
result of their 2015 National Voter Registration Drive campaign.
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Award Winners 2015
Journalist of the Year
ISABEL HARDMAN
Isabel Hardman is an English blogger and journalist, who is currently the Assistant
Editor of the Spectator, where she writes and edits the popular Coffee House blog,
a columnist for the Daily Telegraph and a presenter of BBC Radio 4’s The Week
in Westminster.
Hardman attended St. Catherine’s School, Bramley, and Godalming College,
before graduating from the University of Exeter with a First in English
Literature in 2007. She then completed her National Council for the Training of
Journalists at Highbury College in 2009.
Hardman began her journalistic career as senior reporter for Inside Housing
magazine. She then became Assistant News Editor at PoliticsHome and worked
as a freelance journalist for The Observer. She has appeared on television, in
programmes such as Question Time, This Week and The Andrew Marr Show.
In September 2014, GQ magazine named her as one of their 100 most connected
women in Britain for becoming ‘the political pundit of choice, delivering highly
succinct analysis and holding her own against politicians twice her age’.

Why she won:
The judges said, ‘Hardman’s contribution to political journalism over the past five
years has been truly impressive. The breadth of her work across both a wide range
of topics and a diversity of media is complemented by a remarkable talent for
providing a depth of analysis that is, without fail, clear, engaging and insightful.
There can be few journalists who have made such a sustained impact, at such a
young age, and in such a short space of time.’
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Award Winners 2015
Broadcaster of the Year
JAMES LANDALE
James Landale has had a distinguished career in the political media industry and
is currently Deputy Political Editor of BBC News. Landale was educated at Eton
College before going on to study Politics at the University of Bristol.
While at Bristol he became the first editor of Epigram, the university’s independent
student newspaper.
Before joining the BBC in 2003, Landale spent ten years as a reporter
at The Times, latterly as Assistant Foreign Editor. He was Chief Political
Correspondent for the BBC News Channel until 2009, when he became Deputy
Political Editor, assisting Political Editor Nick Robinson
Since then he has become a familiar face offering succinct analyses of political
events, accompanying government ministers on foreign journeys, and reporting
annually from the party conferences. More recently, James has filled in for
Andrew Marr on his Sunday morning programme and hosted the Westminster Hour
on Radio 4.
In honour of his journalistic achievements, James was awarded a Doctor of Laws
from the University of Bristol in 2013. Presenting him with his honorary degree,
PSA Member Professor Mark Wickham-Jones recalled that James’ main love at
university was political theory. Landale told an interviewer afterwards, ‘I loved the
Hobbes, the Locke, that’s what fascinated me, rather than you know the nitty gritty
comparative politics between how the British system compares to the American
system.’ In another interview, he fondly remembered his time studying Politics as
‘an opportunity to talk rubbish’.

Why he won:
The judges complimented Landale on his huge contribution to the public
understanding of politics through his consistently succinct analyses of political
events, commenting, ‘Landale is an outstanding broadcaster whose clear
elucidation of complex goings on at Westminster has seen him report on many of
the important political events of the last two decades.’
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Award Winners 2015
Enlightening the Public
DAVID COWLING
David Cowling has recently retired as the highly respected Head of Political
Research at the BBC. He began his career working in market research for NOP and
MORI and subsequently with Harris Research, with whom he specialised in political
opinion polling.
He worked in the Private Office of the Leader of the Greater London Council,
Sir Reginald Goodwin, from 1974-77 before becoming Special Adviser to the
Rt. Hon Peter Shore, Secretary of State for the Environment between 1977-79.
When Shore was Shadow Foreign Secretary and Shadow Chancellor between
1979-86, Cowling worked as his assistant in the House of Commons.
In 1986 Cowling was appointed the first Political Analyst for Independent
Television News, providing briefings for journalists across a wide range of political
issues, as well as working directly on a variety of local and general election
results programmes.
In 1999 he joined the BBC as Editor of Political Research, managing a small team
of researchers providing extensive background briefings for journalists and
programme-makers. He quickly developed expertise in opinion poll research, both
interpreting published polls as well as assisting in the commissioning of polls by
the BBC itself for all forms of election – local, Westminster, European, Scottish
Parliament, Welsh and Northern Ireland Assemblies, directly-elected Mayors and
Police & Crime Commissioners.
He has played an active role in general election television results programmes
since 1987 and in each one has been closely involved in the development and
production of exit polls. During the course of his work with both ITN and the BBC
he has appeared in numerous television and radio interviews.

Why he won:
The judges said, ‘Throughout a distinguished career David Cowling has made an
invaluable contribution to the quality of the BBC’s political coverage and his work
has proliferated throughout the media and beyond. This award is in recognition of
the immeasurable contribution he has made to the public understanding of politics.’
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Award Winners 2015
Political Satire
SANDI TOKSVIG
Sandi Toksvig was born in Copenhagen, Denmark and spent her early years
living in Europe, Africa and the United States. She began her comedy career at
Girton College, Cambridge, where she found time to write and perform in the first
all-woman show at the Footlights, as well as achieve a first class degree.
Toksvig is well known to UK audiences as a broadcaster having begun her career
in children’s television playing Ethel in the long running Saturday morning show
Number 73. Since then her television career has included celebrated series such as
Call My Bluff and Whose Line Is It Anyway? She is also a familiar voice for BBC Radio
4 listeners as the chair of The News Quiz and has been inducted into the National
Radio Hall of Fame.
Toksvig is passionate about live performance. She performed at the very first night
of The Comedy Store in London and for many years was a member of The Comedy
Store Players, an improvisational comedy team. For two years she was the executive
producer of Playhouse Live for Sky Arts, producing specially commissioned live
drama for television and last year executive produced six new half hour films.
Much of Toksvig’s time is devoted to writing. Last year she published a new novel
entitled Valentine Grey and a light-hearted book of women’s history, Heroines and
Harridans. She has more than twenty fiction and non-fiction books for children
and adults to her credit. She has just completed a book on manners which will be
published in October. She has written a monthly column for Good Housekeeping
magazine for more years than she can remember. For the theatre Toksvig coauthored the musical Big Night Out at the Little Palace Theatre (with Dillie Keane)
and the Shakespeare deconstruction, The Pocket Dream (with Elly Brewer), which
transferred to the West End. Her last play Bully Boy, was the opening production at
the new St James’ Theatre in London in September 2012.
More recently Toksvig has begun writing a musical about Dusty Springfield and
has numerous other writing projects in the pipeline. She is also Chancellor of
Portsmouth University.
Toksvig has always been a keen campaigner for equal rights and earlier this year
left BBC Radio 4 to focus on launching the Women’s Equality Party. She recently
announced that she will soon embark on a new comedy tour in order to raise funds
for the party.

Why she won:
Remarking on a long and esteemed career in political comedy, the jurors
highlighted in particular Toksvig’s work on various panel shows including Have I
Got News for You and Mock the Week and her longstanding role as host on Radio
4’s The News Quiz. They also commended Toksvig’s significant contribution to
equal rights and the debate around feminism in British politics, particularly in her
founding role in the Women’s Equality Party.
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Award Winners 2015
Sir Isaiah Berlin Prize for Lifetime Contribution
to Political Studies
PROFESSOR ANTHONY KING
Professor Anthony King has been one of the UK’s foremost political commentators
and psephologists for many decades. Professor of Government at the University
of Essex, he is the author and co-author of many books on constitutional and
electoral affairs. He is a former member of the Committee on Standards in Public
Life and in 2010 was elected a member of the British Academy.
Born in Canada, Professor King gained a B.A. in History and Economics
at Queen’s University, Ontario, before he came to the UK as a Rhodes Scholar to
study Philosophy, Politics and Economics at the University of Oxford, after which
he gained a D.Phil. with his thesis titled, Some aspects of the history of the Liberal
Party in Britain, 1906–1914. He initially taught at Magdalen College, Oxford, before
transferring to Essex. Since 1969 he has been Professor of Government at Essex.
King is co-author with David Butler of two Nuffield College election studies
(those for 1964 and 1966) and author of Britain Says Yes: the 1975 Referendum
on the Common Market and Running Scared: Why America’s Politicians Campaign
Too Much and Govern Too Little. He is also co-author with Ivor Crewe of SDP:
The Birth, Life and Death of the Social Democratic Party and The Blunders of our
Governments. He has edited The New American Political System, New Labour
Triumphs: Britain at the Polls 1997, Britain at the Polls 2001 and Britain at the Polls
2005. His current research covers: the changing British constitution, the British
prime ministership, American politics and government and the history of
democracy.
Professor King broadcasts frequently on politics and elections for the BBC
and writes on the same subjects for the Financial Times, the Daily Mail, the
Daily Telegraph and the Observer.

Why he won:
The judges said, ‘As a major figure in British political science for over five decades
Professor Anthony King has been awarded the Sir Isaiah Berlin prize in recognition
of the huge contribution he has made to the study of politics and the work he
has done to bridge the divide between academic political science and the public
understanding of politics. King has been prolific across a number of media,
including radio, television and print journalism and is author of a number seminal
articles and hugely important books on British elections and political parties, the
1975 EEC referendum, the British constitution and policy failures.’
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Award Winners 2015
Special Recognition Award
PROFESSOR SARAH CHILDS
Sarah Childs is Professor of Politics and Gender in the Department of Politics
at the University of Bristol. Childs gained a BA in Politics in African and Asian
Studies at the University of Sussex in the late 1980s and following this, completed
a Masters in Women’s Studies at the University of York, where she first came
across the concept of representation. She then went on to complete her PhD at
Kingston University.
Professor Childs’ research centres on the relationships between gender and
politics. It is concerned, both theoretically and empirically, with questions of
women’s descriptive, symbolic and substantive representation. Childs has written
extensively in this area since 1997, especially on the feminisation of British political
parties, women’s political recruitment to the House of Commons, the substantive
representation of women, and women, politics and the media. Her current research
projects include ‘Gender and the Conservative Party’ (funded by the ESRC) and
‘Ceremony and Ritual in Parliament’ (funded by the Leverhulme Trust).
Her work on the substantive representation of women ‘acting for’ women has
shifted how the gender and politics community conceptualise the relationship and
has given rise to debates about how best to study women’s representation (Celis
et al 2008). In turn, this has fed into new research on how women representatives
experience and act in the UK Parliament as a gendered institution.
Her latest book, Sex, Gender and the Conservative Party: From Iron Lady to
Kitten Heels, with Paul Webb, was published in 2012. She is currently researching
gender and party regulation, the UK Parliament as a gendered institution and
conservatism, feminism and representation. In 2009-10 she was the Gender Special
Adviser to the UK Parliament’s Speaker’s Conference on representation.

Why she won:
Professor Sarah Childs was chosen by the judges for her sustained and significant
contribution to the study of politics and gender. Her contribution to the literature
on descriptive and substantive representation has been outstanding. The judges
also particularly praised Professor Childs for her campaigns for equal rights and
work in Parliament to make it more ‘gender-friendly’.
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Political Studies Communicator
PROFESSOR JOHN CURTICE
John Curtice is Professor of Politics at Strathclyde University and President of
the British Polling Council. He conducts research into social and political attitudes
(widely defined), electoral behaviour, electoral systems and survey research
methods in Scotland, Britain and comparatively. Most of his research is undertaken
by conducting and analysing sample surveys.
Professor Curtice is also well-known as leader of the team of electoral experts who
produce the exit poll on general election nights in the UK, something he has done
for the last 23 years. He is a regular media commentator on political developments
in Scotland in particular and across the UK in general. The New Statesman recently
referred to him as ‘the only forecaster any journalist still listens to’.
Professor Curtice was educated at Truro School and Magdalen College,
Oxford, where he read Politics, Philosophy and Economics, and later transferred
to Nuffield College as a postgraduate.
From 1983 to 1997 he was co-director of the British Election Study, the principal
survey resource for the academic study of voting behaviour in Britain. Curtice acts
as a research consultant to ScotCen, chief commentator on the What Scotland
Thinks and What UK Thinks websites, vice-chair of the Economic and Social Data
Service’s Advisory Committee, member of the editorial board of the Journal of
Elections, Public Opinion and Parties, member of the Executive Committee of the
British Politics Section of the American Political Science Association, and member
of the Policy Advisory Committee of the Institute for Public Policy Research.
Professor Curtice was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society of Edinburgh in 2004
and a Fellow of the British Academy in 2014.

Why he won:
Professor John Curtice was chosen by the judges for his major contribution to the
study of elections and public opinion and the skill with which he communicates his
insights to the public through regular media appearances, both in broadcast and
print. In particular the judges commended his work on the exit poll for this year’s
election for its accuracy and high quality methodology.
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Award Winners 2015
Research Communicator
PROFESSOR JANE GREEN
Jane Green is a Professor in the Cathy Marsh Institute for Social Research and
the Politics Discipline Area at the University of Manchester. She is a Co-director
of the 2015 British Election Study as part of the Manchester-Oxford-Nottingham
leadership team, funded by the ESRC.
She formerly worked in public relations and public affairs and was also a Special
Adviser to the Shadow Secretary of State for International Development from
1998-99. She made the move into academia in 2001, subsequently becoming a
Hallsworth Research Fellow at the University of Manchester in 2006 and obtaining
her D.Phil. from Nuffield College, Oxford in 2007.
She is also an editorial board member of Comparative Political Studies and
Political Science Research and Methods, and an Advisory Board Member for the
Centre for Opposition Studies.
She is a member of the independent Polling Inquiry panel established by the
British Polling Council and the Market Research Society to examine the serious
discrepancy in opinion polling in the lead up to the the 2015 General Election
against the actual election outcome. She is currently writing a book on the
2015 British general election as part of the 2015 British Election Study team as
well as completing a book volume (with Professor Will Jennings, University of
Southampton) on the topic of public views on party competence.
In 2015 Green was one of two election experts on the ITV general election
programme. She is a regular commentator on national media.

Why she won:
As a leading public figure on the British Election Study, Jane Green maintained a
sustained presence in the election build-up and coverage, organising and appearing
at countless events and consistently offering depth and insight into analysis of the
election. The judges particularly commended Green’s skill in, ‘conveying complex
scholarly insights in a very accessible way’.
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Innovation in Teaching Politics
DR IAIN MACKENZIE, DR STEFAN ROSSBACH
AND DR ADRIAN PABST
Dr Iain MacKenzie, Dr Stefan Rossbach and Dr Adrian Pabst are all Senior
Lecturers in Politics at the University of Kent. The innovative teaching practices
at the Department of Politics and International Relations have received national
recognition. A diverse range of teaching methods are used - from large lectures to
small group discussions, simulation exercises, and class debates. In the National
Student Survey 2015, 92% of Kent’s Politics students were satisfied with the
overall quality of their course.
MacKenzie, Rossbach and Pabst have differing research areas; Dr MacKenzie
research focuses on the ways in which the classics of modern political thought
and the contemporary classics of feminist political theory provide an endlessly
rich source of inventive, conceptually challenging and analytically powerful critical
material that can be brought to bear upon contemporary social and political life.
Dr Rossbach is interested in the ‘spiritual dimension of politics’, which includes the
broader question of the possibility of finding a ‘critical knowledge of order’ outside
politics and the theoretical and practical problems involved in using this knowledge
within politics. Rossbach won the Social Sciences Faculty Teaching Prize in 2005,
2008 and 2014. Dr Pabst also has a strong interest in the role of ethics and religion
in politics. Currently his research focuses on contemporary post-liberal politics.
This work combines a critique of economic and social liberalism with alternatives
that emphasise reciprocity, mutuality and the common good.
Working together, MacKenzie, Rossbach and Pabst have developed a module
entitled ‘Resistance in Practice’ which innovatively blends traditional seminar
discussion, interactive workshops and work with partner organisations such as Tate
Modern. They have developed a highly original assessment method - ‘documented
practice of resistance’ - which gives students the opportunity to do an actual
practice of resistance as opposed to a standard essay.

Why they won:
The judges agreed that the ‘Resistance in Practice’ module was an exemplary case
of teaching innovation that greatly enriches the student learning experience.
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Award Winners 2015
Lifetime Contribution to the Political Studies Association
PROFESSOR JOHN BENYON
John Benyon is Professor of Political Studies at the University of Leicester. He was
instrumental in the growth and development of the Political Studies Association
as a member of the Executive Committee for over a quarter of a century. In his
role as Honorary Treasurer from 1993 to 2015, he made a major contribution to
transforming the PSA’s income and reserves.
Professor Benyon’s role has been pivotal to the modernising and professionalising
of the PSA. His foresight, strategic thinking and acute attention to detail have
helped to shape the modern PSA in many ways. When he first took charge of the
financial affairs of the PSA, they were in a disorganised and challenging condition.
Through his activities as Treasurer and membership of important key committees,
such as the Publications sub-committee, Benyon ensured the Association
developed a close and hugely profitable relationship with its publishers. It is
this that has allowed the successive generations of journal editors the scope to
mature and expand the quality of their journals and also provided to the PSA the
impressive financial rewards that underpin the outreach and professional activities
of the Association.
His shrewd custodianship of the PSA’s finances allowed the Association to grow
and prosper. Before such linkages became more mainstream under the REF impact
agenda, he was instrumental in developing this very Awards Dinner which we
celebrate tonight, which has done so much to bring together academics, journalists
and policy-makers and raise the PSA’s profile. Benyon was always conscious of
the need for the PSA to internationalise its outlook and he did much to foster
linkages with other national associations. The PSA owes Professor Benyon a huge
amount for the time, energy and diligence he offered for more than two decades of
unstinting service.
Professor John Benyon leaves the Executive Committee and indeed the whole
PSA hugely stronger than when he joined and it is to his enduring credit and the
discipline’s lasting benefit that he has devoted such a generous and productive
part of his career to the service of others.

Why he won:
A word from the PSA Chair:
‘This award, if we are honest, is a meagre reward for a man who has dedicated
decades of professional service. I could at this point talk about his impact as
Treasurer, his careful supervision of the organisation’s finances, his incredible
institutional memory or his capacity to have a strong opinion on any topic but such
points would prove little more than a distraction to the core fact that I could not
have served as Chair of the PSA without his incredible support and sage advice.
Thank you sincerely for your work and commitment to the Association over the
past number of decades.’
Professor Matthew Flinders
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W.J.M. Mackenzie Book Prize
PROFESSOR MICHAEL KENNY
Professor Michael Kenny is Director of the Mile End Institute at Queen Mary
University London and has previously held posts at Queen’s University Belfast, the
College of William and Mary in the US and the University of Sheffield, where he
served as Head of Department.
His research interests are primarily in the fields of modern political thought,
political ideologies and the role of ideas in public policy. He has also published work
on the position of intellectuals in Britain, the history of political science in AngloAmerica, the politics of nationhood in the UK, political reform, and the use of the
ideas of civil society in international politics.
He was a founding editorial board member of the journal New Political Economy,
serves on the boards of Political Quarterly, Juncture, Contemporary Political
Theory, Global Politics and Open Political Science, and was one of the co-editors
of the Oxford Handbook of British Politics. He is also a member of the Leverhulme
Trust’s Advisory Board.
He has been awarded Visiting Fellowships at: Wolfson College Oxford, the Centre
for Research into the Arts, Social Sciences and Humanities at Cambridge and, most
recently, the Centre for Science and Policy at Cambridge. From September 2012 to
August 2014 he held a Leverhulme Trust Major Research Fellowship.
Professor Kenny has written for a wide range of newspapers and magazines, and
appears as a commentator on a variety of radio and television programmes. In
2014 he was appointed the inaugural Director of the Mile End Institute.
Kenny’s publications include; Reassessing New Labour: Market, State and Society
under Blair and Brown (with P.Diamond in 2011), The Oxford Handbook of British
Politics (with M.Flinders, A.Gamble, and C.Hay in 2005), The Politics of Identity:
Liberal Political Theory and the Dilemmas of ‘Difference’ (2004) and The First New
Left in Britain, 1956-64: British Intellectuals after Stalin (2010).

Why he won:
The winner of this year’s W.J.M. Mackenzie Book Prize is Professor Michael Kenny’s
The Politics of English Nationhood (published by Oxford University Press). The book
was the unanimous choice of a jury of distinguished academics, who commented:
‘Michael Kenny’s ‘The Politics of English Nationhood’ is a deserving winner of this
year’s W.J.M. Mackenzie Book Prize. In a timely and insightful account, this book
addresses the many confusions that exist concerning Englishness, providing a
nuanced and informative examination of why a myriad of complex meanings have
arisen and how ‘the English question’ should be understood. The book claims it
offers ‘a powerful challenge’ to prevailing orthodoxies – this it does, but it also
reconstructs a more liberal and civic idea of multicultural England drawing on its
political dimensions. An impressive piece of research with potentially far reaching
impact on how we should think about a fundamental issue in contemporary politics.’
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Proud sponsors of the 2015 PSA Awards

66th PSA Annual International Conference
21-23 March 2016 Hilton Brighton Metropole
Conference Programme includes:
Plenary lectures with Professor Shirin Rai (University of Warwick)
and Professor Lisa Disch (University of Michigan)
Guest lecture from Íñigo Errejón Galván, General Secretary of Podemos
Annual Leonard Shapiro Lecture from Professor Simona Piattoni,
Università degli Studi di Trento, Italy
Conference Dinner at Brighton Dome

THE BRITISH JOURNAL OF POLITICS AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

SAGE to publish the
PSA journals from
January 2016

ARTICLES

Solving the‘Woman Problem’in British Abortion Politics: A Contextualised Account
FRAN AMERY
From National Interest to Global Reform: Patterns of Reasoning in British Foreign
Policy Discourse
ADAM R. C. HUMPHREYS
In Search of the Politics of Security
JONATHAN BRIGHT
Why Parliament Now Decides on War: Tracing the Growth of the Parliamentary
Prerogative through Syria, Libya and Iraq
JAMES STRONG
TheFamilyMigrationVisaintheHistoryofMarriageRestrictions:PostcolonialRelations
and the UK Border
JOE TURNER
Depoliticisation, Resilience and the Herceptin Post-code Lottery Crisis:
Holding Back the Tide
MATTHEW WOOD
Gendering Demilitarisation and Justice in Northern Ireland
FIDELMA ASHE

VOLUME 17 | ISSUE 4 | NOVEMBER 2015

BJPIR
THE BRITISH JOURNAL OF POLITICS
AND INTERNATIONAL REL ATIONS

POLITICAL

INSIGHT
Making sense of issues, arguments, trends and developments

April 2015

VOLUME 17 | ISSUE 4 | NOVEMBER 2015

ARE COALITIONS
HERE TO STAY?
Lessons learned from the
Cameron-Clegg coalition

EDITORS’ CHOICE
The Militant Strain: An Analysis of Anti-secular Discourse in Britain
Steven Kettell

ARTICLES

Political Studies

Normalising or Equalising Party Competition? Assessing the Impact of the Web
on Election Campaigning
Rachel K. Gibson and Ian McAllister
Compulsory Voting and the Turnout Decision Calculus
Shane P. Singh
The Expanding Core and Varying Degrees of Insiderness: Institutionalised Interest Group
Access to Advisory Councils
Bert Fraussen, Jan Beyers and Tom Donas
Environmental Democratisation: Assessing the Impact of Democratisation on Environmental
Capacity in South and Southeastern Europe
Thomas O’Brien
The Ideology of Far Left Populism in Greece: Blame, Victimhood and Revenge in the
Discourse of Greek Anarchists
Roman Gerodimos
Explaining Territorial Change in Federal Democracies: A Comparative Historical
Institutionalist Approach
Louise Tillin

Volume 64 Issue 1 March 2016

SAGE is proud to announce that from
January 2016 we will be publishing the
prestigious journal portfolio of the
Political Studies Association:

UK General Elections in Fiction The Politics of Climate Change
Inside India The 2014 US Midterms Sex, Lies & the Ballot Box
Thatcher’s Grandchildren ISIS on the Rise The UK and Europe
Political Insight March 2015 NEW.indd 1

06/03/2015 14:21

Political
Studies
Volume 64 Issue 1 March 2016

Economic Inequality and the Social Capital Gap in the United States across Time
and Space
Matthew Wright
Should Kids Pay Their Own Way?
Patrick Tomlin
Distributive Justice and the Problem of Friendship
Chiara Cordelli
Animal Rights Advocacy and Legitimate Public Deliberation
John Hadley

Political Studies, Political Studies Review,
The British Journal of Politics and International
Relations (BJPIR), Politics and Political Insight.

Locke on Territorial Rights
Bas Van der Vossen

SAGE’s Global Publishing Director, Ziyad Marar
commented on this exciting new partnership:
“We at SAGE have long admired the work of the Political Studies Association. As one of the major
learned societies in the social sciences, they have contributed hugely to research and scholarship
in this vibrant field. Given our own commitment to social science as a whole it should be obvious
that our two organisations are very tightly aligned. It is therefore a huge thrill to be publishing their
suite of outstanding journals from 2016”

Exciting New Benefits for PSA Members
Members of the PSA will, in addition to receiving the PSA journals, enjoy free access to the following
commencing January 2016 via the PSA website member area.
• Adam Matthew Archives Direct, a vast
curated digital archive sourced from the
National Archives at Kew.
• Over 500 books and reference works on
Politics and International Relations, hosted
on the e-book platform, SAGE Knowledge.
• The CQ Press Library which hosts everything
from the Encyclopedia of the American
Government to the Supreme Court Collection.

• SAGE Research Methods.
• SAGE’s latest data product in Political
Science, U.S Political Stats, an easy-to-use
visualisation and research tool.
• 30 high-quality journals from SAGE’s
Politics, International Relations, and Public
Administration journals programme including
Public Policy and Administration and
Teaching Public Administration.

For full information please
visit the PSA website

Or visit SAGE:

www.psa.ac.uk

www.sagepub.com
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